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Market Newsletters

Provide Daily Trade Ideas from
Recognia Market Newsletters
Recognia Market Newsletters deliver daily trade ideas through an e- newsletter format, allowing you to offer
your clients unique trade ideas from emerging Technical Event® opportunities.

Support Account Acquisition
Recognia Market Newsletter is an effective prospecting tool for account acquisition. Offer a newsletter of daily trade ideas to
prospects, capture lead information and encourage them to set up an account for further decision support. It can also be
used as an excellent complement to other research; hyperlinks can be included in the news commentary, inviting readers to
explore the tools on your site for additional analysis and research. All newsletters are completely branded for your
organization.

Increase Activity and Confidence
Providing daily actionable trade ideas to account holders is essential. The newsletter is emailed to recipients each evening so
they can decide, in advance, which trade ideas are best suited for them. The trade ideas can be integrated to other areas of
your website to encourage further research and analysis, thus increasing confidence in their trading activity. “Trade” buttons
can also be embedded into the newsletter, prompting the reader to take immediate action from the information received.

Introduce the Benefits of Technical Analysis
Recognia Market Newsletter content is based upon emerging chart patterns identified by Recognia’s proprietary
algorithms. All Technical Event opportunities in the newsletter can be clicked through to a full in-depth analysis of that
particular pattern and the implications, furthering the readers’ knowledge and comfort using technical analysis. Delivered
in a familiar e-news commentary format, it offers investors an easy introduction to the benefits of leveraging technical
analysis in their trade decisions.

Test-drive our solution today: https://testdrive.recognia.com

www.recognia.com For Additional Information: 1-866-765-6842 / sales@recognia.com

Sample Newsletters:

Recognia is the industry leader providing actionable investment research products for self-directed investors and traders. Our
compelling product suite uses automated interpretation of technical, fundamental and value based analytics to help validate
investment decisions, manage risk and find ideas. Recognia helps to automate the investment decision making process by
offering dynamic and action-oriented research for all trader types and provides coverage of more than 55 exchanges worldwide,
including stocks, equities, forex, indices, currencies and futures.
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